This article examines the role of lay decision-makers in American prosecutors' case preparation. Drawing on ethnographic research, it focuses on the creative and collaborative process by which prosecutors develop and revise opening and closing statements for trial. I argue in Part I that these narratives are keyed to perspectives that prosecutors attribute to hypothetical jurors. Part II focuses on the relationship prosecutors articulate between particular narrative techniques and jurors' perceptions of their character and evidence. The central empirical finding is that prosecutors formulate and negotiate narratives about their cases with continual reference to jurors' potential interpretations of them. This interactional process of critique and revision reveals the contingent and reflexive nature of prosecutorial discretion. It also offers a window into the social knowledge that prosecutors draw on to anticipate how jurors might scrutinize their work.
admission to the bar in states that included the site of this fieldwork. To preserve the anonymity of all prosecutors and cases, I have changed or coded their names.
Though it is beyond the scope of this analysis, my broader argument is that prosecutors negotiate and formulate the meaning of their professional imperative to seek justice with reference to real and imagined jurors. 5 I contend that prosecutors draw on jurors' hypothetical perspectives to bring clarity to their ideas about just prosecutions and the values that support them. 6 This article, more specifically, addresses jurors' influence on prosecutors' organization of their legal expertise and other forms of knowledge as narratives. This included prosecutors' local knowledge about ordinary peoples' lives as well as their intuitions about how these citizens might assess their credibility. After briefly situating the study of legal narratives-in-progress in the context of emergent interdisciplinary research, Part I examines the extent to which opening and closing statement preparation was oriented toward future jurors' hypothetical perspectives. Part II focuses on the relationship prosecutors articulated between particular narrative techniques and jurors' anticipated perceptions of their character and evidence. As prosecutors discussed the stakes of proposed revisions, they gave explicit and implicit definition to the limits of their discretion. 5 Am. Bar Ass'n, ABA Standards for Criminal Justice: §3-1.2(b) "The primary duty of the prosecutor is to seek justice within the bounds of the law, not merely to convict"; Berger v. United States" 1934 p. 88; "The United States Attorney is the representative not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of a sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is as compelling as its obligation to govern at all; and whose interest, therefore, in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done."; 63C Am. Jur. 2d 2013. 6 This finding complements anthropologists' observation that identity formation is an interactive and "contextually situated" process that emerges through real time discourse See e.g., Matoesian, Gregory M. The sections that follow demonstrate that prosecutors' critiques of colleagues' trial narratives are rooted in the similar imaginative exercise of anticipating jurors' reactions to them.
I. Jurors at the center of opening and closing statements
Jurors' potential interpretations of evidence were at the heart of prosecutors' discussions of case narratives. Although accessing jurors' impressions was an inherently speculative endeavor, 17 prosecutors nonetheless developed robust beliefs about their future lay decision-makers. 18 In some cases, prosecutors explicitly identified "average" jurors as individuals who were middle-class, employed, and lived in the suburbs. 19 In other cases, prosecutors' understandings of jurors stemmed from knowledge of family members or friends who shared characteristics in common with them (e.g., occupations, counties of residence) and were thus regarded as proxy jurors. 20 When it came time to prepare opening and closing statements, the distinction between prosecutors' interpretive capacities and those of the jurors they imagined was ambiguous at best. Lawyers, in other words, became surrogate jurors for each other. For some, the aim of preparation meetings was to discuss and refine language that might resonate with laypeople. For others, presentation style was a narrative priority, as prosecutors likened themselves to teachers. In both cases, jurors' perspectives were invoked and imaginatively enacted by prosecutors as part of a practice of distancing themselves from cases to offer critiques from a position of detachment.
Crafting language with jurors in mind
Several prosecutors emphasized the importance of using analogies in opening statements that jurors might relate to. This included a lawyer who kept a list of details about jurors in front of her during opening statements and throughout trials. "If I have carpenters or teachers on my jury," she explained, I will try to phrase arguments to connect personally with them. If I am talking about money laundering or a narcotics trafficking organization utilizing a black market exchange I might focus jury addresses on something like "the tools of the trade of a narcotics officer…" or "just like a carpenter has a hammer, nails, pens…" to engage them individually. "Just like a nurse has medicine…" you address jurors keeping in mind all the time what their individual lives are like. 21 While preparing for a trial two years later, the same prosecutor said that she could tell when jurors were receptive to her metaphors by observing their "eyes light up" as she connected with them as individuals. 22 Even if jurors did not find such references persuasive, another prosecutor explained, they might at least pay attention. 23 When another prosecutor noted that several members of a jury were parents she made a conscious effort to use analogies involving children, likening the use of circumstantial evidence, for instance, to concluding that a child had eaten cookies after noticing crumbs on his face, chocolate on his breath, and an empty, open cookie jar beside him in the kitchen. 24 In the similar spirit of keying language used in opening and closing statements to jurors' likely experiences outside the courtroom, another prosecutor weighed presentation styles that future listeners might be receptive to. "If you have a teacher or an auto mechanic," he explained, it is going to affect your argument in different ways. If you have a teacher, you want to be the outstanding student with answers to every question. If you have an engineer you want to give facts, weights, and percentages. If it's a hockey player 21 Interview with DN, Ass't U.S. Att'y, ( July 18, 2013). 22 Interview with DN, Ass't U.S. Att'y, ( Aug. 12, 2015); see also Interview with CH, Ass't U.S. Att'y, ( Jul. 8, 2013) commenting "I like to think of a jury as my jury and I like to relate to them. I like to know who they are." Her emphasis. 23 Interview with BT, Ass't U.S. Att'y, ( Jun. 28, 2013) . 24 Participation in meeting with AY and BQ, Ass't U.S. Att'ys, (Aug. 13, 2013). you might use more aggressive language. You want to know that so you can craft the message. You don't move the facts around, but you adjust the presentation. 25 Consideration of jurors' divergent backgrounds thus prompted creative discussion of how cases might appear to unfamiliar observers. Recognizing that people rely on analogies to reconcile informational gaps in everyday life, 26 prosecutors eagerly reframed evidence to align with knowledge systems that might bring clarity to sources of confusion in court.
In other cases, efforts to engage jurors were more explicitly aimed at advancing particular interpretations of significant evidence. In a civil suit, for example, a prosecutor tasked with defending the United States made a point of referring to a record of communications between an air traffic controller and pilot as a partial transcript rather than a transcript. This "definition"-as he referred to it-was significant because it underscored the incompleteness of the interactions the jury learned about in court; the air traffic controller was responsible for up to eight airplanes at a time. The plaintiff, in contrast, referred to an edited version of the transcript that made it appear as though the airplane at issue was the sole focus of the employee's attention. 27 Despite the infrequency of jury trials in civil cases, this prosecutor recognized the stakes of neglecting jurors' potential adoption of the language used throughout a trial. Here, as part of his strategy, the prosecutor implicitly highlighted an aspect of the story that jurors were not privy to.
Other prosecutors mined jurors' responses to voir dire questions for clues about how to characterize evidence that might strike a layperson as counterintuitive. To 25 Interview with BJ, Ass't U.S. Att'y, ( June 26, 2013 In an effort to use language that might resonate with jurors, prosecutors recognized the importance of drawing on local knowledge when formulating their arguments. Some accessed this knowledge by drawing on vocabulary from divergent professional registers (e.g., analogies tailored to carpenters, nurses, or athletes) or from opinions elicited during voir dire (e.g., related to DNA evidence and abuse).
Consideration of jurors' perspectives thus blurred lay and professional expertise-both of which permeated prosecutors' talk and decision-making. 28 Interview with BU, Ass't U.S. Att'y, ( July 1, 2013); Participation in meeting with AW, Ass't U.S. Att'y, (May 4, 2017) during which a supervisor encouraged the deliverer of an opening statement to emphasize details about DNA evidence in a bank robbery case because they affirmed public confidence in law enforcement's technological capabilities. 29 Interview with BQ, Ass't U.S. Att'y, ( June 28, 2015).
Making evidence intelligible to lay decision-makers
Opening statements, which could range from 10 minutes to several hours, were selective by necessity; they sounded more like previews than fulsome stories. 30 For the prosecutors who practiced, critiqued, and ultimately delivered them, this was by design.
These statements were intended to offer jurors a "broad brush", "bare bones"
understanding of the charges and evidence in cases and to pare down complex or reasonably digest." 36 As one prosecutor explained, "the more you can define factual issues to the jury and define the facts of the case they're going to have to decide, the easier it will be for them and the easier it will be for you." 37 Another prosecutor referred to his professional obligation to translate legal language for laypeople as a "burden of Others conceptualized the task of teaching jurors about their cases as part of their duty to "close logical loops" 39 , "connect the dots", 40 "marry up" different aspects of a crime, 41 and "lay out" why particular pieces of evidence were significant. 42 Exemplifying this approach, a supervisor suggested that paragraphs of an opening statement in a bribery case be revised to sound like a primer for jurors. 43 Here, again, the imagined perspectives of individuals who lacked professional training helped prosecutors assess evidence in their cases anew.
To aid jurors' comprehension of cases, "colloquial," "conversational," "down to earth," "plain" and "everyday" language was prized; prosecutors sought to craft stories in terms used and heard outside of court. A case that involved the theft and shipment of cars prompted a similar response from a colleague who thought that the details in the beginning really jump out but I think the opening is too detailed.
This is a simple case. Name the steps.
Step one: the car is stolen.
Step two: you let the car cool off by leaving it on the street.
Step three: you clean the car. Then you warehouse it and change the VIN number. After the warehouse you put the car in
[a] crate. It's a process with five basic steps for how to steal a car.
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Earlier in the discussion, a different colleague commented that the jury, like him, might be confused by the fact that homeland security officers had authorized the stolen car's shipment as part of their investigation. There was consensus that this detail did not "make the cut" for the opening; its deliverer was persuaded that it would raise more questions for jurors than it would answer and "ultimately, you want the jury to understand." 52
Prosecutors sometimes elaborated aspects of cases that could not easily be distilled into simple stories, pointing out that defendants made sophisticated efforts to conceal their 49 Interview with BV, Ass't U.S. Att'y, ( July 1, 2013 In a similar fashion, prosecutors' collaborative construction of opening and closing statements imposed order on ambiguities in their cases and professional commitments. As prosecutors critiqued colleagues' case characterizations they explicitly and implicitly distinguished narrative approaches that embodied personal and professional character traits they viewed as essential to their work. As this section demonstrates, prosecutors'
self-consciousness about their perceived reliability and fairness featured prominently in their discussions. scrutinizing the specificity and accuracy of their characterizations of evidence. 58
Underlying this effort was an assumption that a juror whose expectations were betrayed by later inconsistencies would call a prosecutor's character-and therefore argumentsinto question. The stories prosecutors fashioned for jurors were thus regarded as "commitments" or promises to them. 59 Violations of this trust were referred to as problems of "overcommitting", "overselling," or "overpromising" in opening statements. 60 The excerpt below illustrates the conversational process by which prosecutors shared and critiqued the narratives they expected witness testimony to later support. The defendants in the case were charged with using a firearm to steal a car: Anticipating that jurors might not hear evidence clarifying who held the gun, a supervisor and colleague suggested that the deliverer of the opening statement highlight the insignificance of the detail she could not commit to. "The defendant is criminally responsible for using a gun in furtherance of a carjacking…," the supervisor said, rehearsing a proposed revision of the narrative aloud. "The evidence will show that even if Chris didn't tell you that Brent, himself, carried the gun, Chris and Brent are both criminally responsible." 62 A colleague added that a succinct way to help the jury "pull all the evidence together" was to note that the defendant "acted consistently with someone who knew the gun was there." 63
Where prosecutors positively reinforced precise language, 64 vagueness was a source of disagreement. 65 This is because the extent of a particular word or phrase's 61 Participation in meeting, U.S. Att'y's Office, (July 1, 2014). 62 Id. 63 Id., his emphasis. 64 Participation in meeting with DA, Ass't U.S. Att'y, (Feb. 6, 2015).
ambiguity was negotiable. In one case, a prosecutor's appeal to "common sense" was perceived as signaling that the trial team's evidence was insufficient, requiring that jurors make an excessive inferential leap to convict a defendant. 66 Common sense, in this lawyer's view, was too indeterminate and subjective a metric for lay decision-makers. In another case, a prosecutor criticized a colleague's suggestion that jurors might "hear things" during the trial that departed from his opening statement. Though the trial team wanted to anticipate contrary arguments from defense counsel, a colleague warned them that such vagueness might lead jurors to believe they would hear something harmful to the government's case. 67 "It implies this case is so nuanced that if you don't get all of the details, you can't convict," he continued. "But that's not the case at all." 68 At the same time that prosecutors considered the risk of later contradiction (or benefit of later corroboration) they did not want to be perceived as withholding evidence that did not support their cases. They referred to the practice of sharing ambiguous or unfavorable information during opening statements as "fronting" evidence. 69 An aim of this technique was to demonstrate their candor to jurors. 70 When a prosecutor was not certain how defense counsel would use evidence that a defendant only offered commissions on some of the bribes he solicited, for example, a supervisor encouraged him to bring this detail out in his opening lest jurors think to themselves, "they never told us that!" 71 In a healthcare fraud case that unfolded over a 14-month period and consisted of two illegal transactions, a colleague worried that representing the crime as taking place over "more than a year" and involving "more than one transaction" could lead jurors to expect evidence of a larger scheme. In a similar vein, a prosecutor warned a colleague in a different case not to "overplay or underplay" the extent to which a defendant tried to run away from two police officers by "twisting" his body, since neither officer described the maneuver clearly and later contradiction could affect the jury's assessment of the trial team and witnesses' truthfulness. 72
Prosecutors' commitment to maintaining jurors' trust led some to make a concerted effort to communicate in an informal, relatable, and conversational manner. 73 In one such case, a prosecutor's effective connection with her listeners during a preparation meeting was lauded as the culmination of continued practice. 74 The absence of such a connection was considered a shortcoming in other prosecutors' presentations. 75 The stakes of establishing a rapport with jurors, in some prosecutors' view, were high. One prosecutor thought that if he seemed like someone a juror would want to "hang out" with, that person might be more likely to listen to and trust him. 76 Other prosecutors were attuned to whether they (or their trial partners) had "some kind of simpatico" or felt a personal connection with a particular juror during voir dire. Prosecutors were also conscious that the language they used could affect perceptions of the criminality of defendants' conduct. To this end, prosecutors tried to underscore the illegitimate and illegal dimensions of defendants' behavior. Comments from a meeting in preparation for a car theft trial exemplified this approach. Here, a prosecutor pointed out that when you use words like "contracts" and "employees" it makes it seem like a legitimate business. You may want to do a little up front on the legitimate aspect of the business but say that we're talking about the illegitimate thing. This will give context. So throw it up front and introduce the concept. 82
Another colleague offered advice along similar lines, suggesting the lead prosecutor "explain all the things she did in her illegal enterprise to steal cars." 83 Rather than use words and phrases like "businesswoman," "business associate," "partner," and "profit for her business," he recommended language that drew attention to the defendant's wrongdoing-such as "co-conspirator" and "illegal enterprise. would say, instead of "he helped get them hired, he got a piece of the action", "he helped get them hired, he got a kickback." It's a kickback case and I don't think we say kickback. 85 A colleague who participated in this meeting suggested the opening statement be revised to sound "bribyer." Despite the narrative's strong delivery, "at the end of the day… it's just a matter of tightening it up and bribing it up a little more, frauding it up, and extorting it up a little." 86 These comments echoed others in criminal cases in which colleagues recommended identifying "the defendant" (rather than "he" or "she"), referring to cooperators as "co-conspirators" 87 and using words like "hitting" instead of "discipline" 88 which reinforced the illegality of the conduct they described. Prosecutors also recommended characterizing defendants' actions in active voice when possible: "he told her he hid the files", for example, rather than "he told her the files were locked up." 89 Underlying some prosecutors' careful attention to word choice was broader concern that jurors might fail to view a defendant-or his conduct-as criminal. Their narrative work thus embraced an obligation to accurately characterize, explain, and communicate the significance of the laws at issue in their cases. Discussion of a convicted felon charged with carrying a firearm was instructive in this regard: Maria: But in my case, they weren't testifying, so I had a little more license to dump on them. There's another way to say it-not as pejoratively. 106 As we see here, cooperating witnesses presented a continuing dilemma for prosecutors who sought to differentiate themselves from admitted criminals.
Opening statements that appeared to vouch for, praise, or depict cooperating witnesses as victims were also subject to criticism. This is because one could not predict exactly what such witnesses would say or how truthful their testimony would seem to jurors. In one case, a prosecutor advised a colleague to explain that a cooperator said he didn't know that a transaction was illegal so that the deliverer of the statement did not implicitly vouch for his truthfulness. 107 In another case, a prosecutor responded to a colleague's comment that a cooperator wanted to start his life with a clean slate and "new beginning" by commenting that "unless you're really confident the jury's going to buy that he turned his life around, I wouldn't vouch for it… You don't know how this guy is going to come across." 108 In this context, the witness was charged with crimes he committed after signing an agreement with the government-a fact believed to tarnish jurors' opinions of him and undermine their confidence in lawyers who appeared to take him at his word.
In an effort to mitigate a hypothetical juror's perception that they vouched for witnesses, prosecutors encouraged each other to adjust their word choice. One prosecutor, for example, suggested that a colleague use an impersonal construction when characterizing a cooperating witness's testimony by saying "the evidence is going to
show" rather than "we're going to provide evidence" to insulate herself from responsibility for his statements. 109 Another prosecutor addressed this concern by encouraging a colleague to explain that the defendant chose the cooperating witnesses. 110 If asked to believe the uncorroborated testimony of a witness they disliked, jurors might transfer their distrust or animus to the trial team instead.
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Prosecutors also critiqued opening statements that appeared to empathize with witnesses. When an opening statement involved witnesses who were undocumented immigrants, for example, a supervisor objected to a section of a draft that described them as gathering money to pay bribes from their "hard-earned paychecks." 112 In light of some Americans' apparent support for President Donald Trump's stance on immigration, he worried that jurors might view undocumented witnesses as earning money at the expense of law-abiding citizens. "I don't know how much we want to make them into victims," he said. 113 Others more explicitly associated the value of precise language with their roles as "honest brokers" who refrained from "overt argumentation." 114 A prosecutor's critique of an opening statement reflected this concern. "When explaining the five transactions you want to be a teacher," he said:
Just talk to them. I know that you enunciate words, but you have to let them flow together and be a regular person. 115
In this colleague's view, the opening statement's emphatic delivery distanced its author from her lay audience. Another lawyer thought the same opening statement had been "too dramatic" in its opening lines, noting that the story improved as its deliverer "calmed prosecutor to refer to their inclusion as turning an opening statement into a "dog and pony show" 119 and another to comment that if they were going to be used as evidence of physical injuries, photographs should have a "blockbuster" effect that would bowl the jury over or not be used at all. 120 To this end, another response to the Caprica opening was illustrative:
I would also be careful about not overcommitting to evidence. You say 60 to 80 percent of mortgages, but you don't know he'll testify to that. I'd say "majority" or something squishier. 121 This sense of the value of "exact" language was shared by a prosecutor who cautioned the deliverer of another opening statement not to set jurors up to expect something "huge and earth-shattering" that might not be perceived as such. 122 During the same meeting, a prosecutor advised another colleague not to "bomb-throw" after a peer suggested that "the opening line should be grabbing them [i.e., jurors] by the scruff of their neck."
The creative and imaginative labor that prosecutors devoted to reformulating case stories illuminated their divergent ideas about the relationship between advocacy and professionalism. Though overzealousness-like their broader obligation to seek justice-lacked explicit definition, prosecutors' discussions revealed differing approaches to their case preparation. Reference to hypothetical jurors thus created an opening for prosecutors to bring distinct understandings of their professional responsibilities (however aspirational) to critiques of colleagues' work.
Conclusion
Reflecting on the role of lay decision-makers during case preparation, a prosecutor explained that "the jury forces us to really think about whether we should do something that we can do in terms of a case." 123 As this article suggests, the "should" of justice does not assume a singular or stable form. Conceptions of the just prosecutorand just prosecution-are subject to continual discussion and reformulation as trial concern that jurors might perceive them as incredible or overzealous.
Attention to legal storytelling in real time offers a corrective to studies that treat prosecutors, legal language, or "Law" more generally, as monolithic. The social process by which prosecutors create and revise opening statement narratives brings to light the contingency of their work. This research also offers a window into the vital role of lay knowledge to the exercise of prosecutorial discretion as lawyers scrutinize their professional identities and character through jurors' eyes. In some cases, prosecutors draw on information related to jurors' jobs, families, hobbies, and social affiliations elicited during voir dire. More often, however, prosecutors rely on their own local knowledge to imaginatively and empathically inhabit jurors' roles. In this manner, the
